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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS at Cisco Live 2016 Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada – July 11th 2016 – Cisco Live USA attracted large crowds at the opening day of the World
of Solutions exhibition being held at Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas NV. Cisco Live is the place where network
professionals come to be educated and inspired on the emerging technologies in the world of digital business.
Following successful international exhibitions at Interop and CeBIT trade shows, AKIPS are well on track to
address Network Engineers needs at Cisco Live!
Apart from the more than 1,000 sessions on offer, many attendees stopped by the AKIPS stand to explore our
network monitoring software. AKIPS staff were busy demonstrating the customer value and benefits attained
from their Network Monitoring Software solution. AKIPS empowers IT network engineers, across all industries,
with the network visibility to allow them to be better equipped to investigate, troubleshoot and fix performance
issues.
Cisco Live was also the location where AKIPS released their latest comprehensive brochure. Detailing
everything from product concept, unmatched scalability, business model, competitor positioning and customer
statements. The guide also lists all the technical specifications on the metrics that are monitored across multiple
vendor across 1200+ MIB objects. Make sure you pick up a copy to discover AKIPS Network Monitoring
Solution.
AKIPS is an Integrated Suite of Monitoring Tools inclusive of: Ping, SNMP, Netflow, Syslog, Traps, Alerting;
Availability, Dashboards, Scheduled Reporting, Infrastructure usage, Address locator; site specific integration,
Auto discovery and grouping.
AKIPS is an innovative Australian company which engineers network monitoring software focused on user
experience, speed, and scalability. AKIPS runs from a single virtual machine on customer premises,
automatically discovers wired and wireless networks, identifying and monitoring vital metrics out-of-the-box for a
hassle free deployment.
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